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I. INTRODUCTION

The secularization of law has been noted to exist in a profound way in
our present day society. Because of this secularization, law appears to have
become a priceless t~chnE earned and practiced at the expense of justice.
It has been argued that in the rush to obtain and master law's sophistic
skills, its practitioners have forgotten their moral responsibility to their
fellow human beings.

The intent of this comment is to pursue the above notions on a particu-
larly simple base. The base consists, in the main, of three points. In the
first place, the problem of secularization of the law has notably persisted
throughout western civilization. Humanity has always struggled against
that all too powerful inclination to artifically divide the human being. Yet
very clearly to divide the individual is to divide purposeful action, so that
the "man of the court," fortified by the unique conscience, behaves en-
tirely differently, than behaves the "man of the church" secured with his
or her own brand of reflection.

Second, this tendency to divide the self is carried over into our dealings
with the world at large. Just as the particularization of the human self
helped to establish boundaries, lending us secure notions of who we are and
what goals to pursue, so does the differentiation of the world into its parts
afford us a workable unit. The need to particularize, segment, and differen-
tiate our lives reveals our inability to absorb the complexity of our world.
It points to the fact that we, in view or our finite natures, are unable to
make "an appropriate response to the whole"' of existence.

Last, though we are unable to make "an appropriate response to the
whole," we must be aware that what we are presently faced with in daily
life does not constitute the sum total of existence; for as descendants of a
rich Judaeo-Christian tradition, we have inherited a created world, a
"world which is in time, but its origin is not."2 In view of this, it would be
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impossible to pursue law isolated from religion without implicitly denying
the age-old notion of a "correlative relationship between Creator and crea-
ture."3 What exists is multi-faceted.' We cannot view life as a simple
construction. Consequently, upon our encounter with the protean physiog-
nomy of our existences, we are often times relegated to logical abstraction.
For example, when we speak of law, we are specifically concerned with its
methods of procedure and various forms of application. When we speak of
religion, we are considerative of its particular methods of procedure and
various forms of application. However, logical abstraction is a rational
process, therefore it is imperative we do not mistake the product of a
cognitive exercise for reality itself.

II. THE IMMINENT TRANSCENDED

Throughout the context of human existence we are faced with singular
events, particular episodes which appear to occur without necessary
connection, though behaving with enough continuity to suit the ease with
which we must pursue daily life. By necessity then, we must deal with
'what is at hand.' We must deal with the concerns of the "market place"
in order to preserve the solidarity and viability of our lives. The law allows
us to continue in these daily pursuits. It is a tool which, when its precepts
are drafted for the welfare of the people, participates in lending protection
and security to a community, allowing for opportunities of individual and
communal benefit. Law is the pragmatic language of a people, a people
who possess a homologia of insight for what is acceptable within the frame-
work of their code of life. It is a language which allows its members a
successful negotiation within the confines of the "market place." It is that
t6chn6 which enables the human being to live life as efficaciously as possi-
ble. Yet to live as efficaciously as possible, in harmony with one's fellow
human beings, is not the "end" of life. More particularly stated, it is not
the concept which our Judaeo-Christian tradition has inculcated within
our existence for thousands of years.

It is quite true that different eras have pursued entirely different modes
of understanding the world. A case in point is that of the ancient Greeks,5

whose overall enlisting of reason as a stronghold of certainty, as well as
their fierce pursuit of a unity with people, points to their belief in an
uncreated universe and the irrevocable finality of death. Such individuals
were literally forced to deal with 'what was at hand.' For there were no gods
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to intervene within the affairs of mortals' lives, or to save them for eternity
after death.'

Clearly, such concerns are not those which have pervaded Judaeo-
Christian thought. If we look to our facticity to our own social pasts, we
immediately remark upon the fact that, not only are we existing within a
created universe, but that our yearning in the final analysis is not to be
reconciled with humanity but to enjoy an everlasting union with God.
Therefore, in a created universe one examines 'what is at hand' with far
greater perspective than, for example, the ancient Greeks; because God
created the world ex nihilo by free decree, "the world is in time but its
origin is not. Thus time is measured against eternity and eternity is mani-
festing itself in time."7 This is inordinately important to note because
such a notion points to more than one "mode of understanding, and conse-
quently to more than one mode of expression." '

This point can best be illustrated by considering Augustine, when he
proclaims in his Confessions, "great is the power of memory, a fearful
thing, 0 my God . . .this thing am I."' Implicit here is the concept of
"signification;" for, in that each thing on earth is created by God, it is
indeed the vestigium of God and hence we are all the vestigia Die. So
though we are all owners of our natures and are autonomous, we are also
the vestigia of God and are utterly dependent upon Him.'0 By creating the
world, God established a relationship with the things made. In turn, the
things made attempt to pursue an understanding of this correlative rela-
tionship between Creator and creature.

Thus, even though we must deal with the imminent using pragmatic
devices such as law with an uncommon serious-mindedness, we can in no
way relegate our concerns to this facet of existence alone, believing it to
be our only reality. Existence is multi-faceted and to concentrate our total
efforts upon a single facet of the cosmos is to unquestionably ignore what
is transcending the business of the market place. It is, in effect, to forget
our beginnings, made opaque by the autonomy of our natures, and treat
our fellow human beings as objects, and objects only, within our field of
vision. The human being becomes a commodity whose innate rights are
easily manipulated or denied as convenience and gain dictate. We in a
created world cannot, by virtue of creation, ignore what "transcends the
imminent."" Just as there are two modes of existence'-the imminent-
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which can be expressed as the "sensus litteralis,"' 3 and the transcendent
-the "sensus spiritualis" "-there are two corresponding modes of ex-
pression. "Vulgar speech," law, "is the language of the market place,"' 5

a language which reflects the common perception of a community.
"Solemn speech," morality, "is the language of the transcendent."'" How-
ever, we cannot express the transcendent by virtue of its transcendence,
that is, what is transcendent is opaque to reason. Therefore, "we must use
vulgar speech in order to inquire within the transcendent."" Vulgar speech
must explicate the correlative relationship between creator and creature
pragmatically. Clearly then, law being the literal mode of understanding
services as a guide to morals. Yet interestingly enough, the order in which
we experience these two modes of expression is not the actual order of their
origin.' 8 Though law is the explicative device through which we may ac-
quire an understanding of morality, in an order of primacy morality pre-
cedes in existence.

We are faced then, not with "different realms of truth, but with different
modes of conveyance. These modes of expression do not determine the
modes of understanding, but are explicative devices only."'" For as events
signify, we in turn need an understanding of these particular events and
language expresses them directly.

III. CONCLUSION

The tendency of the human being to treat his or her existence in parts
is not in and of itself blameworthy. Not only is this tendency a natural
reaction when we are faced with the whole of existence, but the practice
of breaking up concepts into workable units also affords people of rational
prudence a great deal of understanding and mastery. Aristotle, for exam-
ple, logically abstracted substance and noted it to be composed of form and
matter. His in depth understanding of substance can be attributed to this
division. Yet, Aristotle reminds the reader that, in reality, form and matter
cannot exist separately-they are one. His abstraction was to be consid-
ered solely in an intellectual examination of substance.

Finally, what we must acknowledge is the multi-facticity of our world.
This, more than anything else, should speak to the query: "is," "can," or
"should" law be secular?". In no way could law manage to be so, though
we might perceive the contrary. Law is a language; it is an expression of
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the very conscience of humanity; it is the guide to truth. Indeed, law can
be considered an intellectual mapping-out of Divine Law.2 Law does not
exist isolated from the whole of creation monitoring it at a proper distance,
for it is the viable tool through which the whole of creation speaks.

It must be kept in mind, however, that law is the techni of a finite
creature, and hence it is itself finite. In law's pursuance of a pragmatic
understanding of the correlative relationship between creator and creature,
in its endeavor to be the practical mouthpiece of morals, it must, by its
very nature, be doomed to appropinquation. Law is doomed because of our
inability to see Divine Law directly, and hence our behavior is doomed to
an inability to incorporate this "Law" directly within our lives.

These two opposing societies, the secular and the religious, are neither
two nor opposing. What exists is a universal oneness, a oneness comprised
of an infinite number of parts, all working towards a single telos. To con-
sider any part isolated from the rest (barring logical abstraction) is to
engage in fallacious reasoning at best.

20. MARKUS, Saint Augustine, in 1 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY 204.




